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BRAZIL is heading for its most unpredictable presidential 
election in the last 25 years. The election, on October 5, 
2014, could see a run-off on October 26 between two 

candidates, likely to be Brazil’s current President Dilma 
Rousseff and challenger Marina Silva.
The second round is between the two candidates with the 
most votes if neither of them gets more than half of the 
valid ballots in the first round.

Dilma Rousseff, 66, who represents the PT (the Workers 
Party), was Brazil’s first woman president when elected in 
2011. She is seeking re-election, and her main challenger 
is Marina Silva, 56, of the PSB (the Socialist Party of 
Brazil). Ms Silva is an environmental activist and a former 

senator and minister.

Lukewarm support
The third candidate, Aecio Neves, 54, of the PSDB (the 
Social Democratic Party of Brazil), was governor of Minas 

Gerais for seven years until 2010.
He has seen his chances of reaching the run-off all but 
disappear during September.
Dilma Rousseff was the clear front runner before August 
13, 2014, despite plummeting approval rates since June 

2013. There were doubts that a run-off would be required 
and she would be returned for a second term even though 
millions of Brazilians took to the streets to protest at the 
poor quality of public services and express disapproval at 
the luxury venues being built for the World Cup which 

Brazil was hosting in June and July.
Two thirds of Brazilians wanted change, according to 
public opinion polls, but the two strongest opposition 
candidates for the presidency at that time, Aecio Neves 
and Eduardo Campos, leader of the PSB, did not seem to 

appeal to voters.
It appeared that Dilma Rousseff would be re-elected in the 
first round with support from little more than one third of 
voters.

Turnout was predicted to be low and many of those 
intending to vote were planning to nullify their ballot. The 
result would have been that Dilma Rousseff would have 

more than half of the valid ballots. Aecio Neves was the 
most likely rival if a run-off was needed.
The PT and PSDB have been the two most important 
parties in Brazil for 20 years and their candidates have 
confronted each other in run-offs.

But everything changed on August 13 when the PSB 
candidate Eduardo Campos was killed in a plane crash. 
His running mate, Marina Silva, replaced him as the 
presidential candidate.
Marina Silva had run for the presidency with the Green 

Party in 2010 and took almost 20 per cent of the vote. 
Protestors in the street demonstrations in June 2013 
showed a clear preference to support her in the 2014 
elections.
Marina Silva tried to form a new political party to run in 

2014 but she was unable to fulfill the bureaucratic 
demands which some observers believe were government 
inspired obstacles to block her. 
Eduardo Campos, in a surprising move in January 2014, 
invited her to join him as running mate for president, 

Brazilian presidential candidate Marina Silva emerged after her running 
mate was killed in a plane crash 	 	 	     (photo: dpa)

A plane crash which killed one of Brazil’s presidential election candidates has created an 
unpredictable outcome. It has pitted former environment minister Marina Silva against 

President Dilma Rousseff in what looks likely to be a head-to-head battle in October. The 
two women clashed when they both held top jobs under President Lula da Silva. Now the 
election race is too close to call.
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hoping that her backers would switch support and 
increase his appeal. That failed to happen, and Eduardo 
Campos was struggling to achieve more than eight per 

cent support in the polls until his death.
Support for Marina Silva, the new leader of the PSB ticket, 
surged and she is now tied with Dilma Rousseff in voters’ 
preferences for the first round and for the run-off. Support 
for Aecio Neves has fallen by more than half to the low 

10’s.

Environmental campaigner
Marina Silva has an impressive biography which is one of 
the reasons for her popularity. She is the daughter of 

rubber tappers from the Amazon state of Acre, and 
survived malaria, hepatitis and metal poisoning as a child. 
She learned to read and write at 16 
and became a domestic maid in Rio 
Branco, the state capital.

Despite these humble beginnings, 
she graduated in history from the 
Federal University in Acre and 
became involved in politics with 
environmental leader Chico 

Mendes, who was assassinated for 
defending the Amazon environment.
She was elected to the House, and 
later to the Senate, and became 
environment minister in the first administration of President 

Lula da Silva in 2003. She split with President Lula 
following many disagreements with Dilma Rousseff, who 
was the president’s powerful chief of staff. Dilma Rousseff 
often opposed Marina Silva’s action to protect the 
environment because she considered it could delay 

Brazil’s development.
The election result remains anyone’s guess because all 
three of the main candidates are centre-left with only small 
policy differences. There is also a fluid nature to campaign 
promises and programmes, which historically have failed 

to provide reliable indications of future presidential 
policies.

New twist
For example, Marina Silva’s first released official platform 

took a strong stand in support of same-sex marriage, even 
though it was at odds with her devout faith. Within 24 
hours of it being published she claimed that mentioning 
the gay marriage issue was an editing mistake. She also 
had to correct part of the programme about the use of 

nuclear plants.
But Marina Silva remains a very strong candidate in the 
last weeks of the election campaign, despite these 

problems. Her PSB party has had a fourfold increase in 
support in the wake of Eduardo Campos’ sudden death.
But there may be a new twist to the campaign depending 

on revelations from Paulo Roberto Costa, a former director 
of Petrobras, Brazil’s state-owned oil company. He is in jail 
on corruption charges and made a plea bargain with 
prosecutors to reveal the names of politicians and public 
officials which he claims accepted bribes.

Paulo Roberto Costa’s official testimony has not been 
made public but parts of it have been leaked and there are 
claims that the only political party not involved in the 
corruption is the PSDB of Aecio Neves. This could improve 
his chances if this is so, and voters believe it is a decisive 

issue.

Presidential backing
The allegations against 
PSB seem to be 

focussed on Eduardo 
Campos, who is dead. 
Marina Silva only joined 
PSB at the beginning of 
2014. Nevertheless, if 

she wins she will have to 
govern with her new 
party and with the 
people who were close 

to Mr Campos. This could affect voters’ when evaluating 

their final decision.
President Rousseff has all the advantages of being in 
power. The presidency is a very strong machine and she 
knows how to use it and still has the backing of the 
immensely popular former President Lula da Silva.

She also has the loyalty of all poor people who receive 
‘bolsa família’, a social programme created by President 
Lula which pays a monthly allowance to those whose 
income is below the poverty line.
President Lula survived Brazil’s most dramatic corruption 

scandal in history during his first term in office. Almost all 
his close aides from that time are now serving jail 
sentences, but he was re-elected in 2006 and had 
approval rates above 80 per cent when he left the 
presidency.

Dilma Rousseff is not Lula da Silva. She won the 2010 
election exclusively because of his support. She had never 
run for any public office before then.

Similar outcome

As president, she has not shown the ability to 
communicate with politicians or forge alliances. Her 
popularity during the first two years of her administration 

She split with President Lula following 
many disagreements with Dilma 
Rousseff, who was the president’s 
powerful chief of staff. Dilma Rousseff 
often opposed Marina Silva’s action to 
protect the environment because she 
considered it could delay Brazil’s 
development
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has gone, mostly because of a continuing deterioration in 
the economy. Inflation has been rising while industrial 
output has fallen fast. But Dilma Rousseff’s re-election 

cannot be dismissed.
Marina Silva stands out from her presidential rivals as 
offering the most differentiated campaign platform with her 
proposals for the next four years. She wants stronger 
independence of the Central Bank, prioritises clean energy 

sources over uncritical support for oil exploration and 
development, and wants the constitution changed to stop 
presidents being re-elected.
All three candidates promise to maintain the 
macroeconomic policies established by President 

Fernando Henrique Cardoso (1995-2003) and the social 
inclusion programmes established by President Lula 12 
years ago.
The ‘day after’ the election in 
Brazil will be very similar 

whichever of the three major 
candidates wins. A heavy fiscal 
adjustment is unavoidable and 
public tariffs will have to be 
raised. The pace and the intensity 

of such adjustments may differ 
depending on the winner.
Aecio Neves would probably go 
faster and deeper than Dilma 
Rousseff. It could take Marina Silva longer than the others 

because they have more support in Congress. Minimum 
wage rises will not be as big as they have been.

Political support
If Dilma Rousseff is re-elected, former President Lula’s 

influence is likely to increase as he is the power behind the 
throne and guarantees her popularity. There is talk that he 
could run for the presidency again in 2018 and, if so, he 
will want to prepare the ground. Even if he decides against 
running, he will want see the PT retaining power, so his 

influence in a second Rousseff term will be palpable. 
If Aecio Neves wins, he is likely to enforce policies and 
style similar to those of President Fernando Henrique 
Cardoso. These would be much more open to the private 
sector, less state interventionist and closer to the US and 

other Western countries. But social movements close to 
the PT, which have been contained by President Lula for 
12 years, are likely to protest on the streets and the 

chances of social unrest will increase.
Political support will be an issue if Marina Silva is elected 
as her party and its allies will have no more than 10 per 
cent of the seats in Congress. But other presidents have 
run the country successfully without a large coalition in the 

legislative, most recently President Itamar Franco 
(1992-1994), when the Real plan which ended 
hyperinflation was implemented.
Many doubt whether Marina Silva has the leadership 
qualities to forge the indispensable alliances in Congress 

to govern Brazil effectively. Her four years as a minister 
showed her clashing with her colleagues rather than 

building bridges to work 
with them.

National challenge
Her economic agenda is 
unclear, but her top 
advisers include 
economists admired by the 

business community, 
including two of the 
creators of the Real plan 
under the leadership of the 

then Finance Minister Fernando Henrique Cardoso. It is 

safe to assume that her macroeconomic policies will be as 
liberal as those proposed by Aecio Neves. 
Marina Silva’s supporters will expect huge changes from 
her and four years is insufficient to fulfill them all as at least 
half her time will have to be spent on dealing with 

unpopular measures which are needed. This could 
disillusion her supporters who do not trust any of the 
traditional political institutions and practices.
None of the three candidates seems to have the 
leadership qualities needed for Brazil to overcome its 

current problems. 
But Brazil has overcome difficulties and made progress. 
The national commitment to democracy, social inclusion 
and sound macroeconomic policies will form the basis for 
solutions in the future.

Many doubt whether Marina Silva has 
the leadership qualities to forge the 
indispensable alliances in Congress to 
govern Brazil effectively. Her four years 
as a minister showed her clashing with 
her colleagues rather than building 
bridges to work with them
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